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Strange Deaths A Deadlands Module for 4 Characters By



Patrick O’Duffy Following first is the script of the module itself and then an appendix for the Dramatis Personae. The Story So Far... Fu Manchu and Vlad Tepes have come to battle over the new power in the world the veins of ghost rock in the Great Maze. Dracula wishes to use the power of the ghost rock to build a device that will rip a hole open to the Hunting Grounds, where he can then search for information about the Reckoners. He may also doom all life on earth, but that’s a small price to pay. Fu Manchu, though, wants the ghost rock for himself, to construct weapons of war with which he can establish a new Chinese Empire. He has come to America to oversee the formation of Chinese gangs, living amongst the shantytowns of the Maze, who will soon rise up, slaughter the Whites and take all the rock. Through consultation with a mad scientist (who he then killed evilly), Fu Manchu has created a device that will cause an enormous explosion in the City of Lost Angels, destroying it. In the confusion, the Tongs will rise up, slaughter the population, strip mine the ghost rock and take control. Unfortunately, this same device is the same apparatus that Dracula requires for his dimensional rift (with minor adjustments). Dracula obtained word of Manchu’s plans when his gypsy minions attacked a group of Dacoits in London. Dracula wants the device for himself, and seeks to avoid the destruction of Lost Angels. Rather, he plans to adjust the device and cast Lost Angels into the Hunting Grounds, to be his base (and larder) while he learns more about the area. Both sides have supernatural support. Dracula has his own powers, and some magical backup. Fu Manchu has a variety of infernal devices, plus a number of Harrowed Dacoit agents. The Reckoners are happy to let events unfold as they may. Dracula has been engaged in psychic warfare with Fu Manchu, attempting to take him over from afar, but Fu Manchu was too strong, and both enemies were laid low by the effort. Manchu requires an infusion of his Elixir Vitae, which requires strange herbs and alchemical knowledge. In particular, a desert flower, which would normally be available in Africa, can be found only in Arizona on this continent. Since the flower must be infused within a day of picking, Manchu has directed agents in Tombstone to prepare the Elixir and transport it to him in Lost Angels. Ariel Archives
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Dracula learned of this plan through the low-powered psychic link he still has to Fu Manchu. Still hiding in London until he recovers his strength, he has sent his servant Renfield ahead to capture or destroy the Elixir. Renfield, although mad, receives commands from Dracula in his dreams, and has recruited a group of outlaws and cutthroats with Transylvanian gold to get the Elixir or capture the device. Once Dracula is recovered, he will transport himself to Lost Angels to take command of the Device. He calls the group ‘the Batman gang’. Her Majesty’s Secret Service (with the help of van Helsing) has learnt of the situation, but rather than deal with the useless American governments, they have sent a pair of agents - Harry Flashman and Charles Babbage - to try and stop all the evil (Babbage to stop the machine, Flashman to cover his backside). The two agents have taken a high-speed dirigible to the US to try and reach Lost Angels in time. One final fact - the Device is referred to by a few names. Fu Manchu calls it the Wheel of Heaven. Dracula refers to it as the Blood-Red Moon. Flashman calls it ‘the contraption’. Since the device was apparently designed and partially built in New York, Babbage calls it the Manhattan Project. The Setup... The PCs are in the town of Tombstone, possibly in a bar or wherever’s appropriate, having had a chance to talk and bond a little. Suddenly, a Chinese boy (about 10) bursts in, yelling that the men are coming to kill his grandfather, and that someone must help. The Chinese quarter is close by, and hopefully the PCs rush to the rescue. The boy’s name is Min Wa, and his Grandfather is Li So Fa, apothecary who is preparing the Elixir. The attackers are a group of Renfield’s men - as many as there are PCs, plus the leader, Emo Blaine. After a gun battle, the Sheriff and his deputies will arrive, try to arrest anyone left alive, but probably just take the thugs if the PCs can prove the badguys shot first. During the fight, Li So Fa is wounded. He asks the PCs to deliver the Elixir (‘special medicine’) to his master - but rather than use Fu Manchu’s real name, he describes his master as the legendary doctor and martial artist, Wong Fei-Hong. He gives them a letter (in Chinese) and an address in Lost Angels, and begs them to hurry, since the bad men (obviously agents of the English Colonial authorities) may return for the medicine. After the PCs leave, Li So Fa sends a telegram to Fu Manchu, telling him of the delivery. Renfield prepares his gang to pursue the PCs. Flashman and Babbage land in the desert near Lost Angels and start their investigations. Now the main part of the game gets underway. Thugs:
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All Traits 2d6 Shootin’ 3, Brawlin’ 2 Hits: 30 Armed with Colt Peacemakers



Shoot: 3d6, damage 3d6 Fight: 2d6, 2d6 brawl damage
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Emo Blaine:



Quickness 2d8, Strength 2d8, Vigor 2d8, all others 2d6 Shootin’ (shotgun) 3, Brawlin’ 3, Dodge 2 Wind: 14 Armed with Scattergun (+4d6 dice to hit, -1d6/5 yards) Damage-2d6+4d6, loses 1d6/5 yards. 2 shots. Peacemaker - 3d6 damage, -2 to hit



If any of the thugs live, they won’t tell the PCs where the gang is hiding out (Renfield promised to rescue ‘em from jail). If pressed (like with torture), they’ll reveal that the head of the Batman gang is a ‘crazy Limey’, but he gave them all a different name. Sample names are Bertie Wooster, Richard Burton, Renfield, Charles Darwin, Benjamin Disraeli, Victor Frankenstein etc.
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Chapter One: I Walked the Line. In this chapter, the PCs journey from Tombstone to Yuma - a trip of about 3 days on horseback. They have to fend off attacks by the Batman gang, as well as a spot of supernatural intervention. And they have to bust through the lines of the Confederate Army. The easiest way to get from Tombstone to California is to travel close to the Mexican border until you hit Yuma, which lies almost on the border of the states. The Confederate Army has quite a few troops here to guard the disputed border territory, but it’s also the easiest place to cross in some ways, since there’s a ‘underground railroad’ of sorts. If the PCs decide to avoid Yuma - going northwest and crossing near the Nevada/California/Arizona point, they’d have to add another two days to their passage, and run a much greater risk of getting killed in the fighting. Their choice. The first day of travel is uneventful. Hopefully, the PCs can do a bit of bonding, talk amongst themselves etc. Toss in a rattlesnake if they seem bored. There are coyotes out at night, but a campfire and guard should keep them at bay. On the first night, Renfield communicates with Dracula in his dreams. Dracula sends a group of Tumblebleeds (as many as there are PCs) to intercept the party the next day. Renfield rounds up his gang and they set out to follow the PCs. Around noon on the second day, a wind sets up, and the PCs better try and contend with a (very minor) sandstorm. Undercover of the wind, the Tumblebleeds blend in with regular tumbleweeds until they attack. Lucky PCs may have the Tumblebleed attack their horse by mistake, but they’ll have to kill the varmints. Tumblebleeds:Nimbleness 2d10 [Brawlin’ 4]



Quickness 2d8 Size: 4 Terror: 7 Attack: Thorns - 1d6+1 Brawlin’ damage Bite - 1d6+1 regular damage Note: -2 to shoot due to size Treat Noggin/Guts as one location, all limbs as another



That night, anyone who’s lost blood to the Tumblebleeds will get a visit from Dracula in their dreams. Tepes can’t control their mind, or give them a message, but he can cause a pretty bad nightmare, centering around the dangers of the Elixir and whatever buttons the PCs has to push. None of ‘em should get too much sleep. The coyotes are restless. Day three, and Renfield’s crew catch up with them. The badguys have gone without rest to try and catch the PCs before they hit Yuma. They finally reach them with Yuma about 10 miles off. There are about 2 badguys for each PC, plus Renfield, hiding in a wagon with a shitload of dynamite. They attempt to surround the PCs and demand the Elixir. The PCs can fight it out, or make a run for Yuma with the Batmen chasin’ them.
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Thugs: Same as the last lot, -1 all rolls due to fatigue



Yuma is a fair to middlin’ size town, made bigger and more important due to the war. If the PCs come gallopin’ in with a pack of bad guys chasin’ them, the garrison commander and the sheriff will want a word of explanation. The notice this draws could make crossing to California tricky. The ‘border’ is actually about a 1 mile wide stretch of ground, patrolled fairly closely. While actual gunfire between the Confederates and the Union isn’t a regular occurrence, it does happen, and word is that the border is gonna get real busy in the next few days. The garrison is preparing to send troops out and increase patrols. There’s no one way to get across the border. The PCs could attempt to sneak their way across. They could finagle a seat in the smuggling trips that are a everyday occurrence - if they ask the right people (askin’ the wrong questions might spark a barroom brawl). The Army has a number of Armored Steam Wagons that they use for supply movement and as small tanks, and the PCs could steal one. Let ‘em use their imagination. At the end of the Chapter, award 2 bounty points to the pot. Confederate Soldiers: All Traits 2d6



Shootin’ 3, fightin’ (knife or saber) 2 Hits: 30 Peacemaker (3d6, speed 1) or Carbine (4d8, speed 2) Bowie Knife (+1 DB, STR+1d6) or Saber (+2 DB, STR+2d8) Elixir Vitae



Someone might get the bright idea of trying the Elixir. Bad idea. The Elixir is slightly warm to the touch - the stuff is slightly radioactive. Drinking it will provide a massive boost of strength and vitality - increase all Physical stats by one step. Two days after drinking it, and every day after that, the recipient must roll a Hard (9) Vigor test, using their new Vigor score. Each time they fail, they suffer a Heart Attack (p211), although without the Phobia problem. Each failed Heart Attack reduces all Physical stats by one step, not just Vigor.
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Chapter Two:



Bitter Springs



In this chapter, the PCs head from Yuma, through California, to Lost Angels. On the way, they go through the unhappy town of Bitter Springs, where the locals have come with a new means of industry. If they get through that, they find a red herring (of sorts) just outside Lost Angels. Bitter Springs has a problem. All the young men of the town have packed up and moved to Lost Angels to follow the ‘ghost rush’. The few townsfolk that remain are older, weaker, and cantankerous. Most of the area’s farms have gone bust since the explosion that sunk the coast messed up the ecosystem. The area is kind of blighted and yucky. Then the Desert Thing took up residence near the nearby spring. At first, the townspeople thought this was a Bad Thing, particularly when Joe Larrabee got et by the durned thing. But then the mayor, a mean old cuss called Jed Clampett hit upon an idea. The townspeople took to drinking water from their own small wells, and leading travelers into the spring to get eaten by the Thing. They’d then reclaim the dead man’s belongings when the satiated Thing spat them out and sell them in Yuma or LA. Slightly unusual behavior for a Desert Thing, but the Reckoners liked the idea and went with it. If no travelers come by for a while, they usually sacrifice a horse or two to the Think to keep it happy. They’re all out of horses right now. The PCs hit Bitter Springs the day after they quit the border. Again, troubled dreams from Dracula, who tries to nudge them a bit towards Bitter Springs, hoping it will stop or slow them while Renfield gets through Yuma. The town is quiet. No horses. People look out their windows or from their porches as the PCs ride in. There’s one bar in town - the Broken Bucket - where Clampett works as owner/bartender. He’s all friendly when the PCs walk in, but he ain’t got no water. No sir, all the wells are dry. Mind you, we got a spring nearby if’n you need to water the horses. The bar has no beer, just bathtub gin and rotgut whiskey. If the PCs look like passin’ through without stopping, they might just have to take control of things. The Sheriff, Clampett and a few other will get rifles and demand the PCs head to the spring. This is a bit much, though, so they’d fight kinda half-heartedly if the PCs put up a struggle. The Desert Thing is a small specimen, but still a bit hairy. If the PCs survive it, the townsfolk lose the will to fight, and will cave in real easily and confess the whole deal. Jed Clampett: Cognition 2d8, Smarts 2d8, Mein 2d8, all others 2d6



Townsfolk:
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Desert Thing: Nimbleness 1d8 (brawlin’ 4, sneak 4)



Quickness 3d10 Wind: 18



Size: 9 Tentacles- 1d12+2 brawlin’ damage Bite- 2d12 See page 193. Small Specimen - Tentacles have only 15 hits and no armor. Once past Bitter Springs, the PCs head on to Lost Angels. Feel free to describe some weird desert encounters - mad prospectors, men headed to the ‘ghost rush’, sandstorms and tumbleweeds etc. The nightmares from Dracula die down as the PCs recover the blood they lost. Outside Lost Angels - no more than about an hour’s ride - the PCs come across a dirigible. This is the machine that Flashman and Babbage came over in. The airship has an advanced propeller and heater system, powered by ghost rock (which Babbage has taken with him). The cabin is fairly luxurious and spacious. There appears to have been a steam wagon on board, but that’s also gone. The larder is empty (Babbage is a big eater), and the liquor cabinet full of empty bottles. There are a few punch cards lying in one cabin, and a lot of cigar butts and empty bottles scattered about. Babbage & Flashman arrived yesterday, and are already in Lost Angels. Hopefully feeling a tad paranoid, the PCs now enter Lost Angels. Put 2 bounty chips in the pot.
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Chapter Three: To Live and Die in LA Upon reaching Lost Angels (probably in the late afternoon), the PCs will find it a pretty odd place. For a start, large chunks of the city are on cliff faces or in ravines, with the ocean a couple of metres straight down. The inhabitants are pretty rough and tumble this is just a big prospectin’ town, after all. There are fights in the streets and girls leanin’ out of saloon windows looking to turn a trick. Big and noisy. Pull out lots of cliches, but also emphasize the differences. The PCs need to find the Chinese district. Now, the city planners, being good xenophobes, put the Chinese on one of the ‘atolls’. There’s a rope-and-slat bridge that leads to the sector. Once across, the PCs will be hit up by a Chinese gang - youths with machetes who don’t like whites. Things could get hairy, but if they show them the letter or bottle, things turn around very quickly. The youths will show deference and respect but a Scrutinize check against Difficulty 9 will also show that they’re filled with fear. They’ll escort the PCs to an ornate house, almost a pagoda, in a traditional Chinese style. Then they’ll pissbolt. Note- if the gang don’t show them there, almost any Chinese person they show the stuff to will do the same. Chinese Youths (6):



2d6 all stats, fightin’ (knife) 2, 30 hits each Machetes (+1 defensive, STR+1d6+1 damage)



The pagoda has two guards - large Chinese men in plain white robes. These are Dacoit assassins - if for some reason the PCs want to fight them, it’ll be a tough battle. The guards have been warned that the PCs are coming, and have been told to act as if they were ‘Chinese monks’ to keep the whole Wong Fei-Hong thing going. They’ll bang a gong and show the PCs inside. The pagoda is plushly furnished in places, but the central chamber is pretty bare. Fu has attempted to make the pagoda look more ‘homely’, as if it really did belong to the fool Wong Fei-Hong. There is a table in the middle of the room, and a moderately ornate chair inscribed with dragons. Fu Manchu is in the chair, his servant Mok Dan standing nearby. Both are dressed more simply than usual - Fu is in white rather than jade, though he still has his mustache. Mok Dan explains that he is the translator for the ‘most excellent master’ Wong Fei-Hong. Of course, Fu understands everything the PCs say, but they don’t need to know that. Mok Dan will express gratitude to the PCs for bringing them the serum, which will be used to cure small children who have come down with sickness due to the proximity of the ghost rock. If the PCs mention their troubles, all well and good - if not, Mok Dan will inquire. Fu Manchu knows that Dracula would have attempted to stop the heroes, and that Babbage and Flashman are in town. Mok Dan’s explanation is that British Imperial forces are attempting to destroy Wong Fei-Hong’s clinic, as they are his great enemies. Doubtless the men who attempted to stop them on their journey are working for the British, and the airship (if the PCs mention it) must contain more of the English. Wong Fei-Hong’s people have heard that a pair of Englishmen have taken up residence in a hotel in the Mexican sector and have been Ariel Archives
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asking questions about the Chinese community. If the PCs would rather not investigate, that is understandable - they have already done so much, and Dr Wong is very grateful. Perhaps he can investigate when he finishes treating the dying and sick children. Hopefully the PCs will feel the urge to investigate. If they don’t, the attack described below will occur that night wherever they are staying, and Flashman and Babbage will eventually find them. But let’s hope they go for the first option. Mok Dan will know nothing about strange dreams or Dracula, or about the elixir being radioactive (apart from the fact that it an ancient Chinese recipe). If the PCs get suspicious, Mok Dan and Fu Manchu will attempt to allay their doubts. If the PCs attack, guards will burst into the room - about five for each player - and shoot the PCs dead. Game over, most likely. Preferably, the PCs will choose to investigate the Englishmen in the hotel. They can get directions to the Loco Cabesa saloon from Mok Dan. As they leave Chinatown, the PCs pass a laundry, with a few coolies doing washing in the street. As they pass, the coolies will snap moisture out of a sheet, spraying the PCs in a light cloud of vapor. They apologize profusely in very bad English. PCs who check may notice a faint, odd scent (Difficulty 9). This scent is to attract the deadly Maze Skimmers that will attack later. Like the Chinese (and the tiny Negro community), the Mexicans are segregated from the rest of Lost Angels. However, their community is the largest ‘minority) group, and thus occupies three linked archipelagos. The streets are busy with people, and children play in the streets and cliff walls. While the sky is still clear, and drawing towards dusk, clouds can be seen approaching from the sea. Gonna be some rain tonight. The Loco Cabesa saloon is busy, now that evening is approaching. The saloon (or ‘cantina’) is full with Mexican men celebrating the end of the workday. While things are mostly quiet right now, it’ll get rowdy later on as the tequila and beer flow. A mariachi band plays loudly in the corner. Faces turn as the PCs enter - while not as insular as the Chinese community, they still see few white eyes around here. The bartender will tersely inform them that the other Yankees are upstairs. As the PCs climb the stairs, they can feel unfriendly eyes upon them. What no-one realizes is that a colony of Maze Skimmers has been released from Fu Manchu’s pagoda, and has followed the trail of scent left by the PCs. A rare type of water scorpion, the bite of the Skimmer is extremely venomous, and leads to madness and death. If bitten, characters must make a Difficulty 11 Vigor roll, or go into a psychotic rage and die 1d6 minutes later. The Skimmers bite with little provocation, but are rather like bees insofar as smoke and darkness will make them quiescent. At this point, the swarm is moving towards the Loco Cabesa, and will climb up the side of the archipelago from the sea below. Flashman and Babbage have rented two rooms in the saloon. Babbage is consulting a map of the city and making up new punch cards for his battlesuit, while Flashman is... entertaining a senorita in his room. If the PCs burst in on them, they will take it as an attack and fight back - if the PCs knock, things will go a little easier. Both men are suspicious of strangers. Note that stats for Flashman & Babbage are at the end of
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the adventure. Before any great conversation starts, though, or any great degree of bloodshed ensues, the Skimmers arrive. First one, then two screams come from downstairs, and then the sounds of a big fight begin. If anyone looks out into the main room, they will see a bloody and frenzied fight erupting, with people lying dead. Keen eyes (Perception vs 7) will see the glistening carpet of tiny scorpions moving towards the staircase. Some of the maddened Mexicans will race up the stairs as well, and probably attack the PCs and the Englishmen. The Skimmers are too small and numerous to fight effectively. If the PCs escape, the Skimmers will follow the scent and track them through the streets. The best thing would be to set fire to the Cantina - a shame, but it has to happen. The fire looks to endanger the rest of the area, but luckily (or so they think), the storm from the sea hits the town at that point, drenching the area in a frenzied downpour. If the PCs didn’t fire the cantina, and were running from the Skimmers, the rain will both disperse the scorpions and wash the scent from their clothes. Give the PCs a Sprit roll vs 7 - if they succeed, they’ll get a “bad feelin’” from the storm - for the storm is the herald of Dracula, who has finally arrived in LA to confront Fu Manchu! If the Skimmer scene doesn’t seem to worry the PCs too much, have a group of dacoits attack (as many as there are PCs, plus two). This will also work to demonstrate Babbage & Flashman’s abilities. After the escape, the group will need to take shelter from the storm. Flashman and Babbage will fill the group in on some of what’s going on - specifically, the fact that Dracula and Fu Manchu are involved, and what the ‘blood red moon’ is thought to be. The arrival of the storm may be some sort of sign that things are coming to a head, it’s theorized, and the important thing is to find the device before it is activated. Babbage also knows about Dracula’s weaknesses (all the traditional stuff) and can fill the PCs in. Finding the device is mainly for the PCs to puzzle out. Flashman has no ideas - he just wants to get out of LA before it explodes. Babbage was consulting maps and math texts to try and gauge the most suitable place for a bomb, but has had no luck. If PCs return to the pagoda, they will find it deserted (Fu Manchu has relocated to his ship). There are no servants or dacoits left, and while some of the Chinese have some idea, they’ll be very difficult to persuade to spill the beans (Difficulty 11). The airship could be an option (for overlooking the town), but a dangerous one that would take some time to get to. Anyone with Area Knowledge of LA could make a roll (Difficulty 7). Knowledge of the geology of ghost rock might help, as would the ability to detect magic or strange radiation. Regardless of the method, make it seem like a desperate race to find the device - the storm is savage, and Dracula and Manchu are on the verge of taking control of the device! Put 4 bounty chips in the pot. Dacoits:
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All Corporeal Traits at 2d8, all Mental at 2d6 Throwin’ (knife) 2, Fightin’ (sword) 3, fightin’ (martial arts) 2, sneak 3 Hits: 30 Sword (Defense +2, Speed 1, 2d8+strength check [2d8])
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Chapter Four: The Blood-Red Moon The device is in the old shipyards, where Santa Anna docked his ironclad gunboats last decade. It’s a run-down area, home to tramps and deserters who hold on to the weapons and armor there, plus the occasional smuggler ship. Few regular ships use the area, as there are better, lesscentral docks now. It is, however, ideal for the Manhattan device, as the effect will radiate out through the surrounding ghost rock to cause enormous destruction. The storm is raging as the PCs approach the shipyards, yet there is a zone of calm around the area, like the eye of a hurricane. Anyone looking down into the water around the shipyards might (Difficulty 5) see the sinuous form of a Maze Dragon just under the water, swimming around the island. It has been attracted by the strange energies of the device. The rope bridge to the island is rickety and unstable, buffeted by the remnants of the storm that still reach this area. It’s actually safe, but play up the dangers of the rotting wood, the creaking of the rope, the slipperiness and fragility. If the PCs have some other way of getting across, like the airship or a flight spell or something, no problem. They can land (or whatever) in a clear area between rusty, deserted hulks of long-dead ships. The shipyards are a desolate area, with broken and partially-destroyed ironclads in drydock or beached entirely. The actual location of the dacoits isn’t hard to find. There’s a strange sort of light, a noise that is not so much heard as felt, and other weird sensations coming from a burnt-out warship in dry dock, on the other side of the shipyard. As the PCs (and any companions) head towards it, there’s a scream from behind them. Over the rope bridge come (PCs x 5) thugs, and a horse-drawn buggy (with both horse and buggy lightly aflame) - it’s Renfield and the Batman Gang! Behind them, the bridge breaks and falls into the sea, as the hoods draw their pistols and Renfield prepares his dynamite in one hand while biting the head off a whippet in the other. Renfield is obeying a psychic summons from Dracula, bringing his gang with him, and is overjoyed to see that the PCs are here for him to finally deal with. If Babbage is with them, his battlesuit allows him to deal with many of the bad guys enough to whittle down things for the PCs. Flashman will draw his pistol, take cover and then hide, if present. Regardless of this assistance, though, this is a tough fight, with the PCs badly outnumbered and Renfield tossing dynamite hither and yon. Their best chance is to run for it, using the ships as cover, until they get to the target ironclad. If they beat all the bad guys, well, my hat goes off to ‘em. If they do run for it, the Englishmen (if present) stay behind to hold off the Batmen. The ship is decrepit, but shows signs of recent activity - scrape marks, crates, dead dacoits lying in pools of their own blood, that sort of thing. More of the weird sensations emanate from the ship. Entry could come from a number of places - on deck, through a porthole, or more conveniently, through the big hole in the side. The ship is huge, old, and dark, with many small rooms and caverns. It’s damp, slimy in places, and there are lots of weird echoes. Emphasize the spooky atmosphere, to the point that it feel like an outtake from the film Alien. The PCs will have to fumble around for a while, before finally coming out into the hollowed out engine room of the ship. The engine room butts into the side of the dock, and someone (Fu Manchu’s men) have built bridges across the gap and hollowed out the interior of the atoll, so that the engine room leads out into an enormous cavern. The cavern is lit by torches and gas lanterns, divided by a ravine through the center (through which the sea enters to form a pool), and is the site of the Manhattan device. The room is full of bodies, of dacoits, hoods, mutated half-men (some of Dracula’s henchmen), and animals (bats, wolves etc). There’s been a huge battle here between the forces of Ariel Archives
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Fu Manchu and Dracula (the battle that Renfield was attempting to reach), a battle that is ending as the PCs arrive. As they enter the cavern, they are attacked by a group of dacoits (one less than there are PCs), the last of the foot soldiers. They’re wounded - give them a -1 to all actions and only 20 ‘hits’ apiece (or one Wound and 5 Wind). Across the ravine (which is about 7 metres across) is the Manhattan device - a huge array of levers, gears, ghost rock boilers, dials and other outlandish items, with a red disc of ghost rock, 3 metres wide, at the center, all encased in glass and bronze. Hovering above the device are two spectral forms - the faces of Fu Manchu and Dracula, each the size of a man, translucent and wavering as they wage their psychic war over the device. As the PCs polish off the dacoits, the two astral figures become even more active, with streams of energy and lights crossing between them. As the PCs watch, the battle finally ends, as Dracula’s face fades into insubstantiality, and Fu’s face turns to see the PCs. It laughs mockingly before vanishing in a flash of green light. A loud click comes from the device as the wheel of ghost rock begins to turn in its gearing.... This Is Not Good. At this point, it’s a bit pointless trying to define exactly what happens, since it relies heavily on the PCs’ abilities and ideas. Instead, let’s just define the situation. The device is going to explode within five minutes, acting like a small atomic bomb. Defusing it, changing the timer, modifying it so that it operates as a dimensional rift, or anything else, requires an Incredible (11) on Tinkerin’ or Science (Engineerin’), and will take up most of that five minutes. If the PCs don’t know anything about such things, this is where Babbage comes in handy - he’ll stagger in with about 4 minutes left on the clock, slightly wounded, having driven off the Batman gang. The device is hard to destroy (5 Wounds, Size 10, Armour 2), and blowing it up runs the risk of igniting the ghost rock and causing the explosion you’re trying to prevent. Of course, to get to the device, you have to cross the ravine. Jumping it is probably out of the question, unless you’re really lucky. If you feel kind, have a long piece of planking (reinforcement for the cavern that was broken in the fight) lying nearby, that can be used as a bridge (Onerous (7) Nimbleness roll to cross). Of course, there are other complicatin’ factors that you can introduce. Dracula himself may arrive in the nick of time to change the setting on the device, but that’s hardly good news. Renfield, if he survived the skirmish upstairs, is still obeying the psychic summons that drew him here - he could show up, wounded and completely loco, with lit dynamite (that could be useful if the PCs want to destroy the device). And there’s my personal favorite - the Maze Dragon. That ravine is just wide enough for the critter to stick its head in and say hello, possibly swallowing a PC, Renfield, Babbage, or the device (which would tear it loose from the connections to the ghost rock in the atoll and stop/lessen the explosion/gate). Regardless of how the PCs try to do it, try and go along with their theories. Only use solutions like Babbage or the Dragon if no other out seems possible. It’s no fun if the players feel like spectators, after all. Now, as to what to do after the bomb is defused. Dracula has gone to destroy Fu Manchu in a fit of rage. Fu Manchu is at sea right now, on an ironclad steamer from which (he had hoped) he could observe the explosion of the device. He’s going to have an angry Dracula descending on him any second. If the PCs just want to escape the area and get on with their lives, let them - they can watch the explosion, out at sea, as the ship is destroyed. Fu Manchu and Dracula may be back to plague them again. If however, the PCs want to finish the job and take down the bad guys, they need to get out to the ship. Again, there are a number of ways to do this. There’s the airship. There’s a working, though somewhat decrepit, ghost-rock-powered ‘speedboat’ nearby that they can find. Or, if you want to be wacky, there’s the Dragon. With the cessation of the emanations from the Device, it will start to home in on any similar emanations - like the energies of the ghost rock stores in Fu Ariel Archives
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Manchu’s ship. Confused, the beast batters itself against the atoll, and the cavern starts to cave in. It breaks through the side of the cavern and swims through the ravine, and PCs can jump on its back as it goes through (it doesn’t notice them). Ask for Strength rolls (Difficulty 5) to get a hold on the Dragon’s hide, but don’t let them fall off - just give ‘em a scare. Note: if you’ve had the Dragon eat the device, it will be considerably more agitated (as well as glowing from within with weird energies), and the PCs might have to cling to it in order to avoid being eaten, crushed, or drowned. If they ride the Dragon, it doesn’t fully submerge as it swims out to the ship, so the PCs won’t drown (although they might worry about it). The ironclad is about two miles out to see. Dracula has flown out in bat form (which isn’t the fastest), so he arrives only shortly before the PCs. Lamps are burning on the ship (as is part of the deck), sharks are in a frenzy in the water (attracted by the presence of Dracula), and unfortunate dacoits fall or are thrown off the side to be eaten, as Dracula cuts his bloody swath through the ship in search of Fu Manchu. The PCs have to get onto the ship, be it by rope ladder, grappling hook and line, jumping off Dragon-back as it gets attacked by sharks, or what have you. Encourage them not to fall into the water. Again, what happens here is very much up to the PCs. Fu Manchu is heading for a steamdriven lifeboat, and will probably escape (he always does, after all) unless the PCs find and finish him. There are many dacoits on the ship, although many have already been killed by Dracula allow three unwounded dacoits for each PC, and the same number in various degrees on injury. The crew are all dead. Dracula is the most obvious target - bats hang over the ship in clouds as he rampages about, tearing the heads of dacoits, drinking their blood, throwing them over the side, and bellowing his rage. He is a scary, tough bastard, and if the PCs want to fight him, they’ll probably lose - unless they’ve got anti-vampire paraphernalia (like stakes and holy water)and a whole lot of Chips left. A complicating factor - and one that could work in the PCs’ favor - is that the ship’s hold is filled with ghost rock. It could be induced to blow up (possibly aided by dynamite taken from Renfield, to add poetic justice). If the PCs want to get really weird, and have saved some of the Device’s workings (or possibly have the glowing Dragon nearby), they could jury-rig a device to cause the dimensional rift to open and swallow the ship, Dracula, Fu Manchu and everything else. Difficulty 11 on a Tinkerin’ roll for that one. No matter what, if the PCs survive, they need to escape. There are two lifeboats, equipped with steam boilers and ‘outboard motors’, each of which can hold four people easily. You could cram in more, but they run the risk of falling off. Fu Manchu will take one of these (and this could be an opportunity for the PCs to finish him off), leaving one for the heroes to make their getaway, if necessary. If they make it - destroy Dracula, Fu Manchu or both, stop the device, save the day and all that - the storm dissipates, the sea quietens, the sharks leave, and I daresay a sigh of relief rises from every chest. If Babbage and Flashman are still alive, they’ll congratulate them, and arrange to have them all made Fellows of the British Empire, if the PCs care for such high-falutin’ titles. If Dracula or Fu Manchu still live, they’ll mark the PCs as their enemies - but hey, havin’ powerful enemies is good for your reputation. Add 6 bounty chips to the pot - and if the PCs did take down Dracula or Fu Manchu, give them each another bounty chip. They deserve it.



The End



Ariel Archives
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Vlad Tepes, Count Dracula Deftness: 3d8 Strength: 3d12+2 Cognition: 2d10 Smarts: 2d10 Wind: 24 Aptitudes:



Nimbleness: 3d8 Vigor: 2d12 Knowledge: 2d8 Spirit: 3d12



Quickness: 3d8 Mien: 3d12



Climbin’ 4, Dodge 2, Fightin’ (Boxin’) 3, Sneak 5, Scrutinize 3, Search Academia (occult) 4, Overawe 4, Persuasion 4



Powers:



Undead (powers of a standard Harrowed) Cat Eyes 4 Ghost 5 (actually becomes cloud of mist) Soul Eater 5 Mind Control 4 (Dracula can attempt to mentally dominate someone. This costs 2 Wind and can be resisted with Spirit. If PCs are dominated, allow a resistance roll if they are commanded to something against their nature.) This uses a d12. Dracula can also Shapeshift into a wolf or bat, and command rats, bats and some supernatural creatures. This costs 2 Wind for each use of these powers. Dracula also has a variety of small powers, mainly for ‘spooky’ stuff. These cost little or no Wind to use. Appearance: Tall and powerful, with brooding red hair and a widow’s peak of black hair. Dressed in a black suit. Roleplaying Notes: This is Dracula in the Hammer Horror style: less charming than scary, strong and arrogant. He has no fear of normal mortals, and treats Fu Manchu with no more than guarded respect. Special Notes: Dracula is unaffected by fear
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Fu Manchu, Lord of Strange Deaths Deftness: 2d6 Strength: 2d6 Cognition: 4d12 Smarts: 4d12 Wind: 22



Nimbleness: 2d8 Vigor: 2d10 Knowledge: 3d12 Spirit: 3d12



Quickness: 2d8 Mien: 3d10



Aptitudes: Sleight of Hand 4, Scrutinize 5, Search 5, Academia (pretty much everything) 5, Languages (almost all) 5, Leadership 4, Overawe 4, Persuasion 4 Appearance: Tall and thin, with piercing green eyes, a thin moustache and a high forehead. Normally dressed in traditional Chinese robes covered in green dragons. Roleplaying Notes: This version of Fu Manchu is a little less inscrutable than the classical version, but still concentrates on evil schemes rather than violence. He sees most people as pawns, and sees Dracula as a threat but is not frightened by him. Arrogant, but in a less overt fashion than Dracula. Notes: Unaffected by fear
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Charles Babbage Deftness: 2d6 Nimbleness: 2d6 Quickness: 2d6 Strength: 2d6 Vigor: 2d6 Cognition: 4d10 Knowledge: 3d10 Mein: 3d6 Smarts: 4d10 Spirit: 2d6 Wind: 12 Aptitudes: Shootin’ (automatics) 3, Drivin’ (steam wagon) 2, Scrutinize 2, Search 2, Medicine (general) 2, Science (engineering) 4, Science (general) 2, Tinkerin’ 4, Guts 2 Battle Armour: Not quite as impressive as it sound, but still pretty impressive. This is a body shell and helmet, with a small amount of bracing on the arms and legs. A Gatling carbine is attached, with cables and gears leading to the ghost-rock powered backpack. The backpack contains a punch card unit, that operates the gears on the gun and the helmet. In operation, the ‘computer’ sights the gun and helmet in a series of ratcheting jerks that shake the entire unit. In game terms, this adds +4 to Babbage’s shootin’ skill, but drops his QIK down to 2d4. Armour: 2 on the chest (upper & lower guts) and head Gatling Carbine: 30 shots, Spd 2, ROF 3, Range 15, Dmg 4d8, Rel 18 Appearance: A plump, somewhat fussy late middle-aged man, with thinning hair and spectacles. Dressed in a gentlemen’s working clothes - trousers, shirt with sleeves rolled up, suspenders... Roleplaying Notes: Babbage is somewhat annoyed from being removed from his work in England, but sees it as an opportunity to test his Marksmanship Apparatus. He will see the PCs as amateurs, but will suffer their presence if they can handle the rough stuff. Babbage sees himself as a great scientist, and will treat other scientists with a mixture of respect, contempt and burning curiosity. Hindrances & Edges: Big Un (1)
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Harry Flashman (Sir) Deftness: 2d8 Strength: 2d6 Cognition: 2d8 Smarts: 3d10 Wind: 12



Nimbleness: 2d8 Quickness: 2d8 Vigor: 3d6 Knowledge: 3d6 Mein: 3d8 Spirit: 2d6



Aptitudes: Shootin’ (pistol) 2. Shootin’ (rifle) 4, Dodge 4, Fightin’ (sword) 2, Fightin’ (boxin’) 2, Horse Ridin’ 4, Sneak 4, Scrutinize 3, Search 3, Disguise 3, Leadership 4, Persuasion 4, Bluff 4, Ridicule 4, Gamblin’ 2, Guts 2 Appearance: A dashing middle-aged chap, with a heroic bearing and fine mustache. Dressed impeccably, at least for the area of the world he know finds himself in. Roleplaying Notes: Flashman is the very image of the dashing British hero. Unfortunately, he’s a complete coward, who manages to convince people that he is a hero while avoiding getting into any danger himself. He’s only here because Queen Victoria wouldn’t take no for an answer when she commanded him to help out. If the opportunity arises for Flashman to escape, while still looking heroic, he’ll take it. He’s a womanizer, a drinker, a gambler, and an all out-rogue - but charming all the same. He and Babbage don’t get on awfully well. He’ll see the PCs as an opportunity to get someone else to do all the work. Hindrances & Edges:
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Renfield Deftness: 2d6 Strength: 2d6 Cognition: 2d6 Smarts: 2d6 Wind: 18



Nimbleness: 2d6 Quickness: 3d6 Vigor: 3d10 Knowledge: 2d6 Mein: 2d6 Spirit: 2d8



Aptitudes: Shootin’ (pistol) 1, Fightin’ (brawlin) 3, Sneak 4, Teamster 2, Demolition 4, Bluff 2, Scroungin’ 3, Guts 5 (too crazy to be scared), Throwin’ (dynamite) 4 Appearance: A wild-eyed, wild-haired loony, dressed in slightly grimy good clothes. Roleplaying Notes: Renfield is just plain nuts, but in an amusing way. He talks to himself, giggles, laughs a lot, and bites the heads off small animals. He also likes dynamite. His men think he’s crazy, but dangerous, and he pays well. Equipment: Peacemaker (6 shots, spd 1, range 5, 3d6) Dynamite (30 sticks total) - 3d20/1 stick, +1d20 each extra stick. Hindrances & Edges:
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Thick-skinned
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